
Achievement News
A celebration of academic 

achievement!

LEARN, RESPECT, ASPIRE, ACHIEVE



Y10 Maths - Fantastic homework on a task taken from 
an A level exercise from Charlotte Watkins and Charlie 
Martin. Jack Lewis, Mohamed Zentani and Jack Hughes 
all working on extension work beyond the GCSE 
syllabus.

Y9 Maths Olivia Ellison making rapid progress through 
the topic of equations and supporting others in their 
understanding



Maths - 100% achieved on the first quiz on a new maths 
challenge website - Parallel - by the following year 8 
pupils (8xAJ); Ashden Biddell, Talya Arda, Susannah 
Reynolds, Aimee Scarf, Paige Cotton, Anika Taylor, 
Rebecca Walker

GCSE PE - Darren Snape, Cody Brown and Harry 
Robinson got over  95% on a quiz in lesson. Superb 
Effort. Mr Metcalf



Y10 French - Mr Stalker was really proud of Stacey 
Mortimer’s latest writing assessment - worthy of a final 
Y11 GCSE piece! She is really listening and using 
everything we have studied and going above and 
beyond in her revision. Fantastique!

Josh Sculfor Year 10 -  achieved D* in his iMedia mock 
exam paper (on his first ever attempt at a mock).  
Outstanding.  



Minnie Hodgson fantastic answers in Geography class 
work! Used her example to improve others’ work.

Members of class 7XJN - despite only having used a 
Bunsen burner once, all participated in a rather tricky 
practical implementing a number of different techniques 
to separate iron, salt and sand. All achieved their goal 
by working safely and efficiently with their partners and 
sharing the work equally - fantastic work!!!



Incredible achievement by the following people in 7YLL 
who scored full marks on a test conjugating tener and 
numbers up to 100 with ages: Scott Evans, Lia Gray, 
Kate Hardman, Alannah Hatton, Liam Pickering and 
Matthew Todd. It was very tricky but they did an 
excellent job and clearly have been working very hard! 

English - Liam Cherry.  Already working on a higher 
spelling book than he has done before and consistently 
achieves high marks.  10/10 last week!  
Josie Perry - Always achieves well on spelling tests.  
10/10 last week!



Science- Isaac Ashcroft has been working hard in 
Science and achieved his target grade of a 7 on the P6 
EOTT he completed recently. 


